
Laramie Christian Academy has launched a new financial aid initiative through five strategic solutions to
enable families of all financial backgrounds to attend our Academy.  
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See, I am doing a new thing! Now it springs up; do you not perceive it? Isaiah 43:19
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BALLOON  LAUNCH  V IDEO  WRAP-UP
Dr. Phil Bergmaier returned to Laramie Christian Academy for the final unit in our Stay-Field Trip.  December
2022, LCA launched a weather balloon with 3 payloads (boxes of items weighing less than 6 lbs.) into the
stratosphere.  This month, Dr. Bergmaier returned with a video documenting our payload's journey via the
balloon flight, balloon pop, parachute descent, landing and finally, recovery.
 In total, Dr. Bergmeier came to LCA four times. Once for a pre-flight educational lesson.  Twice on launch day,
for the launch and return with the payload boxes so our students could observe their items after the flight.  
Finally, this month, his visit included an amazing video and a further educational lesson on atmospheric layers,
wind, temperature and other data measured while our balloon and payload was in flight.  What a fun way to
learn so many neat facts about our atmosphere and weather!

This is our second year with ACE
scholarships options available to LCA
families. ACE Scholarships works with low-
income families from a variety of different
circumstances across numerous states. To
qualify for an ACE scholarship, a family must
meet the income requirements for the federal
Free and Reduced Lunch Program. Our
families have an average income of $43,766 a
year. -- acescholarships.org

LCA Scholarships are a new
opportunity this next year.
LCA has set aside funding for
families who want to attend
but find tuition is out of reach.

We also offer Multi-Student
Discounts, Employment
Opportunities, and Academy
Tuition Partnership as further
ways to bridge the gap, enabling
every family to attend. 

Finances need never
prevent enrollment There is always a

way to fund tuition
at LCA

Enjoying popcorn while
watching . . . . . . our custom video. . . our custom video

For more information: Please indicate your interest in applying for any of these options in your registration
form at laramiechristianacademy.com/enroll or contact our office info@laramiechristianacademy.com.



FEBRUARY 20 -- NO SCHOOL
Presidents Day -- No school all students and staff

Mrs. Plotner is dedicated to the mission and success of LCA and a mother of
three enrolled students.  Her sunny yet firm approach with students is
appreciated by all.  "I just want to help out wherever I'm needed to take some
of the load off the Admin shoulders," she stated upon hire.

In addition to her regular roles, Mrs. Plotner has also joined our Feed the
Need fundraiser Leadership team as our event coordinator.  Coordinating the
logistics for both our Kick-Off event, Thursday March 9, at 6pm, and our
Packing Party, April 14th.  LCA is blessed to have Mrs. Plotner on staff and so
thankful for her everyday impact on all.  

MRS .  PLOTNER
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DATES TO REMEMBER

THE BIG "3" OF LCA

RESILIENT HOPE IN JESUS

BIBLE INTEGRATION
ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

CLASSICAL CHRISTIAN SCHOOLS

TEACHER  SPOTL IGHT  

This year's trip to the UW
Planetarium coincided with the start
of our Astronomy science unit for
our fifth and sixth grade class.  
Always a favorite for students, this
field trip opens our eyes to the vast
and immeasurable universe our
incredible God has created.
Dr. Chip Kobulnicky curated our
space exploration with a
presentation on our solar system,
constellations, and the closest star.

Students hypothesized how big our
sun would be in a model with the
earth being a ping pong ball.  (The
size of the planetarium room.)

Mrs. Plotner joined LCA staff this year as our Lunch Room Teacher,
Classroom Aide, Recess Teacher and Custodian.

PLANETAR IUM  F IELD  TR IP


